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Abstract Worldwide, we rely on introduced plants

for the essentials of human life; however, intentional

plant introductions for commercial benefit have

resulted in invaders with negative environmental,

economic or social impacts. We argue that plant

species of low expected economic value should be less

acceptable for introduction than species of high

economic value if their other traits are similar;

however, key traits such as likelihood of escape and

costs of escape are often highly uncertain. Methods do

not currently exist which allow decision makers to

evaluate costs and benefits of introduction under

uncertainty. We developed a cost-benefit analysis for

determining plant introduction that incorporates prob-

ability of escape, expected economic costs after

escape, expected commercial benefits, and the effi-

ciency and cost of containment. We used a model to

obtain optimal decisions for the introduction and

containment of commercial plants while maximizing

net benefit or avoiding losses. We also obtained

conditions for robust decisions which take into

account severe uncertainty in model parameters using

information-gap decision theory. Optimal decisions

for introduction and containment of commercial plants

depended, not only on the probability of escape and

subsequent costs incurred, but also on the anticipated

commercial benefit, and the cost and efficiency of

containment. When our objective is to maximize net

benefit, increasing uncertainty in parameter values

increased the likelihood of introduction; in contrast, if

our objective is to avoid losses, more uncertainty

decreased the likelihood of introduction.

Keywords Commercial plant � Containment �
Cost-benefit analysis � Information-gap decision

theory � Invasive weed � Management

Introduction

Many invasive plants were introduced deliberately

because of their potential commercial benefits for land

rehabilitation, as forage plants, or as ornamentals (e.g.
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Lonsdale 1994, Cook and Dias 2006, Hulme 2011). In

Europe the deliberate importation of commercial

plants is one of the most frequent pathways by which

invasive plants have been introduced (Hulme et al.

2008). Yet, the potential monetary benefits of these

introductions are not always realized and escaped

commercial plants can subsequently have large envi-

ronmental and economic impacts (US Congress 1993;

Manchester and Bullock 2000; Sinden et al. 2004; Vilà

et al. 2010). While new plant species continue to be

introduced around the world for land rehabilitation

(Bennett and Virtue 2004), forestry, pasture (Stone

et al. 2008) agriculture, horticulture (Lambdon et al.

2008), and biofuels (Raghu et al. 2006; Barney and

DiTomaso 2008), we currently lack a cost-benefit

analysis that weighs potential commercial benefits

against the risk of escape and the costs of any negative

impact as well as subsequent management of the

invader.

Current weed risk assessment procedures used to

screen species prior to importation do not include

economic costs or benefits explicitly (e.g. Pheloung

et al. 1999; but see Baker et al. 2008). Keller et al.

(2007) calculate the expected net benefit associated

with introduced plants by considering mean benefit

and loss of all species without considering benefits and

losses of each species. Given that there is at least some

risk of escape from a new introduction we employ the

reasonable assumption that a plant of low economic

value should be a less acceptable candidate for

introduction than one of high economic value, if their

other traits were similar. As potential commercial

pathways are important for new plant introductions

that might subsequently become weeds, both eco-

nomic and ecological information should be used

when assessing the risks associated with plant intro-

duction. Relying solely on ecological assessments of

the probability of escape and the likely impacts of an

introduced species assumes that the commercial gains

from the introduction are always smaller than the costs

incurred, or that species with known commercial

benefit are excluded from weed risk assessment

procedures and treated differently.

Even if the estimated cost of damage after escape is

large, it may still be acceptable to introduce the plant if

its risk of escape can be lowered (Grice 2006; Grice

et al. 2008). There are a number of means of

containment, such as developing sterile cultivars

(Anderson et al. 2006; Li et al. 2004) and managing

the landscape within which cultivation of the intro-

duced plant takes place (Buckley et al. 2005).

Cost-benefit analysis is a useful tool for helping to

decide whether or not to introduce a plant and the

implementation of containment measures. Risk of

escape and potential damage after escape may be

predicted using an existing weed risk assessment tool

and used in the cost-benefit analysis. The cost-benefit

analysis also qualitatively clarifies how ecological and

economic characteristics of a commercial plant affect

the decision on introduction and containment.

Many theoretical models of optimal management of

invasive species have had as their goal to maximize or

minimize ecological and management objectives

(Taylor and Hastings 2004; Regan et al. 2006;

Yokomizo et al. 2007, 2009; Epanchin-Niell and

Hastings 2010). Management efforts to contain an

introduced plant and prevent further spread are also

accompanied by a cost but these actions may increase

the overall net benefit by reducing the probability of

escape. Here we analyze whether or not introducing a

plant, then investing in containment effort are eco-

nomically reasonable strategies.

Given that prior to introduction much uncertainty

will accompany our estimates of costs, benefits and

probability of escape it is useful to determine the

maximum level of uncertainty that still allows an

acceptable result, rather than optimizing the expected

outcome. An information-gap decision model was

devised to obtain the decision most robust to uncer-

tainty (Ben-Haim 2006). Info-gap decision theory is

very useful when uncertainty is so severe that it is

difficult to obtain probability distributions of param-

eters. Info-gap decision theory has been applied to

decisions in conservation (Regan et al. 2005; McDon-

ald-Madden et al. 2008), design of marine protected

areas (Halpern et al. 2006), and forest management

(McCarthy and Lindenmayer 2007) among other areas

of environmental sciences (Ben-Haim 2006).

In this paper, we develop a new cost-benefit analysis

for determining intentional plant introductions that

incorporates the probability of escape, expected eco-

nomic costs after escape, expected commercial bene-

fits, and the efficiency and cost of containment. We

assume that there are three possible strategies: (I) no

introduction, (II) introduction without containment

and (III) introduction with containment. First, we

choose the optimal decision that maximizes the overall

net benefit. Second, in order to avoid costly mistakes,
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we add the criterion that we introduce a commercial

plant only if the net benefit is positive and the

probability of that net benefit falling below a threshold

is below an acceptable level.

Methods

We deal with four models depending on criteria of

decisions and degree of uncertainties of parameter

values (Fig. 1). Model I deals with the case where there

is no uncertainty in parameter estimates, in models II and

III we use alternative decision criteria and we assume

that uncertainty in parameter values can be represented

with probability distributions and in model IV we

assume that the uncertainty is severe and cannot be

adequately represented with a probability distribution.

Optimal decisions with no uncertainty (MODEL I)

Let us assume that the annual benefit gained from an

introduced commercial plant is B. However, introduced

plants have the potential to cause negative economic

impacts if they escape and become invasive. We

therefore, define the economic cost after escape as Ces

which includes both the economic cost of impacts and

management costs to reduce impacts. Ces is a monetary

value in the year when the commercial plant escapes and

becomes non-eradicable. We define escape of an

introduced plant as its sustained reproduction and

survival outside of cultivation. Most weeds are difficult

to eradicate once they escape (Wadsworth et al. 2000;

Panetta and Timmins 2004). We assume that eradication

is impossible once escape occurs and management costs

are incurred each year thereafter to reduce the impact

and/or impact costs associated with escape.

We may be able to avoid incurring the costs of

escape by using some containment measures, and

therefore, be motivated to invest in containment to

reduce the probability of escape. We define the

probability with which escape occurs during a time

period as Pes which is Pnc when containment activity is

not implemented or is Pc otherwise. The probability of

escape is reduced using containment as Pc ¼
1� bð ÞPnc where b is the efficiency of containment.

Containment is accompanied by a cost per year, Cc.

We assume that whether or not we conduct contain-

ment does not change through time until a commercial

plant escapes. Although the probability of escape

probably depends on the introduction effort (propa-

gule pressure), here we do not consider explicitly the

number of individuals of a commercial plant intro-

duced per year. We also assume, for simplicity, that

the anticipated benefit, B, does not fluctuate. Hence we

assume that the benefit, B, and probability of escape,

Pes, do not change over years.

We consider that the time horizon of management

is infinite. We make a decision on introducing a plant

and implementing containment based on the expected

net benefit of the decisions. The expected net benefit is

Nni for no introduction, Nnc
i for introduction without

containment and Nc
i for introduction with contain-

ment. Each expected net benefit is:

Nni ¼ 0 ð1aÞ

Nnc
i ¼

X1

t¼0

ct B� PncRtCesð Þ ð1bÞ

Nc
i ¼

X1

t¼0

ct B� PcRtCes � CcRtð Þ ð1cÞ

where c is the discount factor which is obtained from

the discount rate d, c = 1/(1 ? d). The discount rate

represents the relative importance of current benefits

and costs to future benefits and costs. Rt ¼ 1� Pesð Þt
is the probability that escape has not occurred at the

beginning of year t. We assess whether the introduc-

tion of a commercial plant will be permitted or not and

containment implemented or not based on the highest

expected net benefit from the three possible decisions:

Nni, Nnc
i and Nc

i . Description of parameters used in the

model is shown in Table 1.

Are uncertainties of parameter
values incorporated?

Yes No

Are probability distributions of
parameters obtained?

Yes No

Is risk-averse decision
preferable?

Yes No

Optimal decision with no
uncertainty (model I)

Robust decision with severe
uncertainty (model IV)

Optimal decision with
uncertainty (model II)

Optimal decision with
uncertainty with 
risk-averse criteria 
(model III)

Fig. 1 Diagrammatic illustration of the four models developed

Cost-benefit analysis 841
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Optimal decisions under uncertainty of parameter

values (MODELS II & III)

In general, we do not have adequate knowledge of the

probability of escape Pnc, the efficiency of containment

b, or the economic cost after escape Ces. We assume

that distributions of Pnc, b and Ces are independent of

each other and assume Ces follows a lognormal

distribution, and Pnc and b follow beta distributions.

The mean and variance of each distribution are lw and

r2
w w : Pnc; b; Cesð Þ, respectively. We can rewrite the

expected net benefit after introduction without con-

tainment and with containment as follows,

N̂nc
i ¼

ZZ

D

Nnc
i p Pncð Þp Cesð ÞdPncdCes ð2aÞ

N̂c
i ¼

ZZZ

D

Nc
i p Pncð Þp bð Þp Cesð ÞdPncdbdCes ð2bÞ

where D represents possible parameter ranges and

p(w) indicates probability distribution of w

w : Pnc; b; Cesð Þ. We define the larger value of the

Table 1 Description of

parameters used in the

models. Right column

indicates the models where

each parameter is used

Parameter Definition Model

B Anticipated yearly benefit All

Ces Cost after escape I

Cc Cost per year of containment I

Pes Probability of escape I

Pnc Probability of escape without containment I

Pc Probability of escape with containment I

b Efficiency of containment I

Nni Expected net benefit for no introduction I

Nnc
i Expected net benefit for introduction without containment I

Nc
i Expected net benefit for introduction with containment I

c Discount factor All

lPnc
Mean of probability of escape without containment II & III

lb Mean of efficiency of containment II & III

lCes
Mean of cost after escape II & III

r2
Pnc

Variance of probability of escape without containment II & III

r2
b Variance of efficiency of containment II & III

r2
Ces

Variance of cost after escape II & III

N̂nc
i

Expected net benefit for introduction without containment

under uncertainty of parameter values

II & III

N̂c
i

Expected net benefit for introduction with containment

under uncertainty of parameter values

II & III

N*
Largest value between N̂c

i and N̂nc
i

II & III

H Threshold of net benefit in risk averse criterion III

X Prob. with which the net benefit falls below a threshold H III

Xaccept Acceptable probability of X for introduction III

~Pnc Nominal of probability of escape without containment IV

~b Nominal of efficiency of containment IV

~Ces Nominal of cost after escape IV

a Horizon of uncertainty IV

CT Critical threshold in Info-Gap decision theory IV

anc Horizon of uncertainty for no containment IV

ac Horizon of uncertainty for containment IV

a* Largest value between anc and ac IV
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net expected benefits N̂nc
i and N̂c

i as N*. As in the

previous case where there was no uncertainty in

parameter values, we introduce a commercial plant

when N* is positive N�[ Nni ¼ 0ð Þ (MODEL II).

Even when overall expected net benefit is positive,

not introducing a commercial plant might be better if

there is some risk of negative net benefit (i.e. a net

cost) due to uncertainty. To avoid cases where we may

suffer from negative net benefit, we now make the

decision to introduce a commercial plant based on the

following criteria (MODEL III): [1] the expected net

benefit under uncertainty is positive, N* [ 0, and [2]

the probability of that net benefit falling below a

threshold H (B0) is equal to or less than an acceptable

level Xaccept; the latter condition represents a risk-

averse criterion. We define the probability of that net

benefit falling below a threshold H as X. Meeting

a condition X�Xaccept is necessary to introduce a

commercial plant. When Xaccept = 1, we make a

decision based only on the value of N*. A small Xaccept

and high threshold H are strict standards which

discourage introduction of a commercial plant unless

we are very certain of incurring a positive net benefit.

Robust decisions under severe uncertainty

(MODEL IV)

In some situations, we may not have sufficient

knowledge of even the variance or distributional form

of each parameter and the optimal strategy may not be

robust to severe uncertainty (Ben-Haim 2006), i.e. the

optimal strategy may change within the range of

uncertainty exhibited by a parameter. There may be an

alternative strategy which is robust under a wider

range of values of the parameter. Here we determine

the most robust containment strategy given uncer-

tainty in the model parameters. We introduce an info-

gap model of uncertainty (Ben-Haim 2006) on three

parameters, b, Pnc and Ces. We define ~b, ~Pnc and ~Ces as

the nominal values of b, Pnc and Ces, respectively. We

applied an envelope bounded model (see Ben-Haim

2006) and the information-gap model for uncertainty

of parameters is the family of nested intervals:

w� ~wj j
~w

� a

in which w is the uncertain parameter value

w : b; Pnc;Cesð Þ and a is the horizon of uncertainty.

This equation means a parameter value deviates from a

nominal value by no more than 100a %. We define the

info-gap model for three uncertain parameters as

follows.

UPnc
a; ~Pnc

� �
¼ fPnc : max 0; 1� að Þ ~Pnc

� �
�Pnc

� min 1; 1þ að Þ ~Pnc

� �
g; a� 0 ð3aÞ

Ub a; ~b
� �

¼
n
b : max 0; 1� að Þ~b

h i
� b� min

1; 1þ að Þ~b
h io

; a� 0 ð3bÞ

UCes
a; ~Ces

� �
¼ fCes : max 0; 1� að Þ ~Ces

� �
�Ces

� 1þ að Þ ~Cesg; a� 0 ð3cÞ

The robustness functions for implementing con-

tainment and no containment are, respectively devel-

oped as follows:

ac CTð Þ ¼ max a : min
b2Ub a;~bð Þ;Pnc2UPnc a; ~Pncð Þ

Ces2UCes a; ~Cesð Þ

Nc
i �CT

2
6664

3
7775

ð4aÞ

anc CTð Þ ¼max a : min
b2Ub a; ~bð Þ;Pnc2UPnc a; ~Pncð Þ

Ces2UCes a; ~Cesð Þ

Nnc
i �CT

2
6664

3
7775

ð4bÞ

where CT is the critical threshold. The information-

gap model focuses on a net benefit in the worst-case

scenario so the minimum value under parameter

regions shown in Eqs. 3 is calculated. We do not

regard the performance as acceptable when the net

benefit becomes lower than the critical threshold, CT.

We set the critical threshold CT as zero. The robust-

ness function gives us a maximum value of uncertainty

that guarantees net benefit is no less than the critical

threshold, CT. We should choose a strategy in which

the largest uncertainty acceptable for net benefit is no

less than the critical threshold, CT. Hence we imple-

ment containment only when ac CTð Þ[anc CTð Þ. We

define the largest value for the horizon of uncertainty

between anc CTð Þ. and ac CTð Þ as a*(CT). In this

model, it is difficult to make a decision on introduction

using the information-gap decision model because we

are not affected by any uncertainties in the case of no

Cost-benefit analysis 843
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introduction. We will introduce a plant if it is

considered that the uncertainty a*(CT) is sufficiently

large based on expert opinions.

Results

Optimal decisions with no uncertainty (MODEL I)

We obtain the net benefit, Nnc
i and Nc

i analytically as

follows:

Nnc
i ¼

1þ cPnc

1�c

� �
B� CesPnc

1� c 1� Pncð Þ ð5aÞ

Nc
i ¼

1þ cPc

1�c

� �
B� CesPc � Cc

1� c 1� Pcð Þ ð5bÞ

The condition of investing in containment effort

under the assumption that we introduce a commercial

plant, Nnc
i \Nc

i , can be expressed as:

CesPc þ Cc

1� c 1� Pcð Þ\
CesPnc

1� c 1� Pncð Þ ð6Þ

i.e. that the discounted cost of escape where contain-

ment is implemented plus the cost of containment is

less than the discounted cost of escape given no

containment. The decision to implement containment

is independent of the benefit from the commercial

plant. When the condition in Eq. 6 is met, implement-

ing containment is optimal. We can also derive a

condition for introduction as follows:

Ces\ 1þ cPc

1� c

� 	
B� Cc

� 	

Pc if

CesPc þ Cc

1� c 1� Pcð Þ

\
CesPnc

1� c 1� Pncð Þ ð7aÞ

Ces\ 1þ cPnc

1� c

� 	
B

� 	

Pnc if

CesPc þ Cc

1� c 1� Pcð Þ

� CesPnc

1� c 1� Pncð Þ ð7bÞ

when the anticipated benefit B is large with a small

cost of containment (i.e. 1þ cPc= 1� cð Þð ÞB� Cc)

we can rewrite Eq. 7a as follows,

Ces

B
\

1

Pc

þ c
1� c

ð8Þ

We also can rewrite Eq. 7b as follows,

Ces

B
\

1

Pnc

þ c
1� c

ð9Þ

The introduction decision is taken based on the

relative value of cost after escape and the benefit of the

commercial plant. The mean time to escape under the

optimal containment decision 1=Pnc or 1=Pc is also a

main factor in the introduction decision. For example,

even if the cost after escape Ces is very large, the

decision to introduce a highly profitable plant is

optimal when escape probability is low (long mean

time to escape).

When efficiency of containment b is large, the

introduction of a commercial plant is enhanced

(Fig. 2, the black region is large at large b). Even if

the cost after escape Ces is large, we can introduce the

plant when highly efficient containment measures are

available. The boundary between introduction and no

introduction is a straight line in this case. This means

that the ratio between the anticipated commercial

benefit and the cost generated by its escape is an

important factor in this decision. Even if the cost after

escape is large, the decision to introduce a high value

commercial plant is optimal. The boundary between

the black and grey regions is parallel to the horizontal

axis. The decision to implement containment mea-

sures is independent of the anticipated benefit of a

plant (see Eq. 6). This is because once we introduce a

commercial plant, we obtain benefit from the plant

regardless of whether we implement containment

measures.

Optimal decisions under uncertainty of parameter

values (MODELS II & III)

When the variances of probability of escape and

efficiency of containment are small, no introduction is

optimal for small benefit B (Fig. 3). When these

variances are large, mean time to escape becomes long

and the introduction of a commercial plant is favoured

(see mean time to escape 1=Pnc and 1=Pc in Eqs. 8 and

9). When the anticipated benefit from a plant is large,

introduction is optimal even at low variances of

uncertain parameters. The introduction decision does

not depend on the variance of cost after escape, r2
Ces

.

This is because the mean net benefit is independent of

variance in cost after escape.

When we apply a risk averse high threshold H,

introduction is optimal only in the case of a high

844 H. Yokomizo et al.
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acceptance level Xaccept (Fig. 4). When the threshold

H is low (i.e. we are happy to accept a risk of negative

net benefits if expected net benefit is positive) we

accept many commercial plants regardless of whether

the lenient high, or strict low, Xaccept is applied.

Robust decisions under severe uncertainty

(MODEL IV)

We calculated the value of the horizon of uncertainty at

which the net benefit becomes zero, anc CT ¼ 0ð Þ and

ac CT ¼ 0ð Þ under two levels of containment cost

(Fig. 5). When cost of containment is low, investing in

containment is the most robust strategy because the

line of containment with low cost crosses the x-axis in

Fig. 5 at a higher value of the horizon of uncertainty,

a, than the line of no containment effort anc CT ¼ 0ð Þð
\ac CT ¼ 0ð ÞÞ. When the cost of containment is high,

not investing in containment effort is the most robust

strategy because the line of no containment effort

crosses the x-axis at a higher value of horizon of

uncertainty, than the line of containment with high

cost anc CT ¼ 0ð Þ[ ac CT ¼ 0ð Þð Þ. We defined the

maximum horizon of uncertainty at which net benefit

becomes zero at a specific cost of containment as a*.

The maximum horizon of uncertainty (a*)

decreases with the nominal value of cost after escape

Ces and increases with benefit of commercial plant B

(Fig. 6a). The decision whether or not to introduce a

species should be based on a value of a* acceptable to

policymakers and researchers, requiring discussion

between these stakeholders. When a* is sufficiently

large, we could introduce the commercial plant

(Fig. 6a). If not, we should not proceed with intro-

duction When the nominal value of cost after escape,
~Ces is large, investing in containment is better than no

investment in containment effort (Fig. 6b). However,

when the benefit of commercial plant is large, no

investment in containment is a robust decision even

when the nominal value of cost after escape ~Ces is

substantial.

Discussion

In contrast to conventional approaches to weed risk

assessment, we find that whether or not to introduce a

plant depends considerably on the anticipated com-

mercial benefit of that plant. The ratio between the

benefit and cost arising from its escape, and the mean

time to escape are also important in our cost-benefit

analysis. The mean time to escape itself depends on

whether containment measures are implemented.

C
os

t a
fte

r 
es

ca
pe

Benefit of commercial plant

C
es

B

(a) (a)     Small efficiency β (b)(b)      Large efficiency β

No introduction Introduction without containment

Introduction with containment

5 1010 1515
5050

200200

350350

5 1010 1515
5050

200200

350350

Fig. 2 Optimal decisions for introduction of commercial plants

and containment. In the black region introduction with

containment effort is optimal, in the gray region introduction

without containment effort is optimal, in the white region no

introduction is optimal. a Small efficiency of containment,

b = 0.3 and b large efficiency of containment, b = 0.8. The

other parameter values are Pnc = 0.2, Cc = 2.5, c = 0.95
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Hence, the mean time to escape indirectly depends on

the cost and efficiency of containment.

The decision to implement containment is inde-

pendent of the anticipated commercial benefit (see

Eq. 6 and Fig. 2). This is because once a plant has

been introduced the benefit is obtained regardless of

containment. The optimal strategy is not affected by

variance of cost after escape, r2
Ces

although it is

affected by the mean value of cost after escape lCes

(results not shown). Therefore, when deciding on an

introduction, it is more important to estimate the mean

cost after escape than to learn the magnitude of

uncertainty in the cost after escape.

When our objective is to maximize net benefit,

introduction is favoured when the variance of param-

eter values (probability of escape, Pnc, and efficiency

of containment, b) is large (Fig. 3). However, we may

want to avoid the chance of a large loss even if the

(a)   (a)   Small benefit (small B) (b)(b)      Large benefit (large B)
V

ar
ia

nc
e 

of
 e

ffi
ci

en
cy

 o
f 

co
nt

ai
nm

en
t  

 

Variance of probability of escape σ
nc

No introduction Introduction without containment

Introduction with containment

0

0.10.1

0.20.2

0 0.10.1 0.20.2 0 0.10.1 0.20.2
0

0.10.1

0.20.2

P
2

σ β2

Fig. 3 Optimal decisions for introduction of commercial plants and containment under uncertainty. a Low benefit of commercial plant

B = 7, b high benefit B = 12. The other parameter values are Cc = 5, c = 0.95, lb = 0.7, lCes
= 200, lPnc

= 0.3

V
ar

ia
nc

e 
of

 c
os

t a
fte

r 
es

ca
pe

  

Variance of probability of escape

(a)(a) High threshold Θ=0

No introduction

Introduction  Ω        =0.1 Introduction  Ω        =0.01 

Introduction  Ω        =0.05 

(b)(b) Low threshold Θ=-10 

0 0.1 0.2

0

100

200

300

0 0.1 0.2
0

100

200

300

accept accept

accept

σ
ncP

2

σ C
es

2

Fig. 4 Optimal decisions

for introduction of

commercial plants and

containment to avoid

negative net benefit. a High

threshold of introduction

X = 0, b low threshold

X = -10. The other

parameter values are

B = 12, Cc = 5, c = 0.95,

lb = 0.7, r2
b = 0.05,

lCes
= 250, lPnc

= 0.3
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expected net benefit is positive. As an alternative,

therefore, we added a new criterion under which a

plant will be introduced: that is, if the expected net

benefit is positive and the probability with which the

net benefit falls below a threshold H is smaller than an

acceptable level Xaccept. When this new criterion is

added, large variance in the probability of escape

precludes introduction (compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 3)

because a large variance increases the probability of

losses. Since the decision depends on the acceptable

probability Xaccept and the threshold level H, we

should determine appropriate values of Xaccept and H
carefully before making a decision. Alternatively the

model could be used to demonstrate explicitly the risks

a stakeholder is willing to take when they are strongly

in favour of a commercial plant introduction (i.e. they

have already made the decision to introduce).

If we take an information-gap decision theory

approach to decision-making, implementing contain-

ment is the robust decision when the benefit of a

commercial plant B is small and nominal value of cost

after escape, ~Ces, is large. In contrast to the case of

maximizing net benefit, the decision here to imple-

ment containment does depend on the benefit of the

commercial plant (compare Figs. 2, 6b). When the

benefit is larger, larger uncertainty is permissible to

meet the minimal requirement (positive net benefit).

However, when uncertainty is large, efficiency of

containment becomes small in the worst-case scenario

which is the focus of the information-gap theory

model. This is why no investment in containment is

the robust decision for a large benefit B. The decision

of introduction is determined based on the horizon of

uncertainty which is permissible to meet a minimal

requirement. This horizon of uncertainty depends on

both benefit of the plant and cost after escape (Fig. 6a).

Therefore, even if we apply info-gap decision theory,

incorporating the benefit of a commercial plant could

be a very important factor in assessing introduction.

Generally, those who bear the negative impact and

those who obtain the commercial benefit of plant

introductions are different (Grice 2006; Grice et al.

2008) so some means of transferring the benefit from

those who receive the commercial benefit to those who
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bear the negative impact is needed. An adaptation of

the ‘‘polluter pays’’ principle in which those who grow

a plant must meet the cost of its escape might be

useful. For example, the industry introducing the plant

might be required to pay a levy, lodge a bond (Grice

et al. 2008) or buy insurance (Martin 2008). However,

it should be borne in mind that many invasive plants

escaped and naturalized several decades after initial

introductions (e.g. Aikio et al. 2010). Thus, even some

of the worst invasive species may have particularly

low probabilities of escape which are highly uncertain

and difficult to estimate. Where future costs are

discounted over time, the length of the time-lag

between introduction and escape will become an

important determinant of the relative costs and

benefits of introduction, increasingly weighting the

latter over the former. Our scheme should be consid-

ered within other ecological and policy frameworks to

ensure that economic rationalism does not negate

social, ethical or environmental considerations relat-

ing to the introduction.

Model parameters such as cost after escape Ces may

vary with time. Although it is difficult to predict

dynamic changes in parameter values, we can reassess

decisions when our knowledge of parameter values

has been updated or situations have changed. Hence

even if parameter values are not constant through time,

or our knowledge of parameter values or distributions

improves, the cost-benefit analysis shown in this paper

can be updated to contribute to adaptive decision

making.

Here we considered two cases in which contain-

ment measures were either conducted or not. In some

situations, however, we may also need to consider the

optimal intensity of containment effort. We currently

lack sufficient knowledge of the relationship between

containment effort and the probability of escape, but in

future work we consider it important to examine how

uncertainty in this relationship affects decisions on the

introduction of a plant and the relevant containment

effort.

In conclusion, the theoretical model for cost-benefit

analysis presented here shows that arriving at an

optimal decision about introduction and containment

depends not only on the cost incurred when a plant

escapes and the possibility of its escape but also on the

anticipated commercial benefit, and the cost and

efficiency of containment. We have shown that

quantitative analysis is important to determine the

optimal decision in addition to qualitative analysis.

Even if the cost of escape is large, we can justify

introducing a plant if we can prevent its escape or if the

anticipated commercial benefit is sufficiently large.

We need to consider the availability of cost-effective

containment measures when we make a decision, as a

decision to introduce with containment is no longer

supported if appropriate containment is not available

or too expensive. Optimal decisions depend on

whether or not we want to avoid cases where the net

benefit can have a very small negative value.
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